
On Tuesday, the painter Dale Henry returns to the New York art world he fled decades ago—this
time on his own peculiar, posthumous terms.

When he died in 2011, alone in Virginia, his will stipulated that his work be left to local arts
maven Alanna Heiss, to be used for noncommercial purposes or else be burned.

The arrangement came as a surprise to Ms. Heiss, but she accepted the works and staved off the
flames. The result is "Dale Henry: The Artist Who Left New York," an exhibition of works
unseen since the 1970s or never shown at all. Perhaps fittingly, their resurrection on Tuesday
marks the beginning of an end for Clocktower Gallery, which Ms. Heiss founded, as it prepares
to vacate the TriBeCa space it has occupied since 1972.

Henry and Ms. Heiss worked together on exhibits at Clocktower and PS1, which she also
founded, during his creative peak in the 1970s, but he escaped to rural isolation soon after.
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Art Unmarked by the Color of Money
Little-Seen Dale Henry Works Come to Light in Exhibition Respecting His Wishes
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By Andy Battaglia

Gallery installers con�igure the exhibition of art by Dale Henry, who requested his art be used for noncommercial purposes, at
the Clocktower Gallery, which is leaving its space in TriBeCa. MARK ABRAMSON FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

Alanna Heiss with a portrait of Dale Henry, whose work Ms. Heiss inherited, at the Clocktower Gallery. MARK ABRAMSON FOR
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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"He
became
complet
ely
disench
anted
with
what
happen
ed to
artists
in New
York,"
Ms.
Heiss
said of
Henry,
who left
his
home in
SoHo in
dismay
over the
art
world's
moneye
d ways
and

mislaid attentions.

"He felt he was being misunderstood," said Richard Nonas, a sculptor and colleague of Henry's
at the time. "His work was separate from what other painters were doing. He was investigating
what painting meant, not in terms of style but as an object on the wall. He was thinking about
this object that historically had been spoken of as a framework to display an image. He was
interested in totality."

Though he achieved early success and proved prescient in his conceptual ideas, Henry died in
obscurity compared with contemporaries like Robert Ryman and Sol LeWitt. So the prospect of
exhibiting him again presented certain challenges.

"In some cases, he has really outrageously precise installation guidelines, down to the inch. In
other cases, he has general wishes but explicitly says that variations on the theme are fine,"
said Beatrice Johnson, associate curator of the Clocktower show, which will feature about 70%
of Henry's life's work.

Other Henry works will figure into a second exhibition at Pioneer Works in Brooklyn in
December, after a luxury real estate deal forces the Clocktower Gallery from its TriBeCa
location.

Asked if such a collusion of forces seems significant, Ms. Heiss was philosophical. "I haven't
thought about it that much because it's the first show at the next space," she said. "This show
leaves the oldest existing alternative arts space and goes to the youngest one. That balance I
like a lot."

After that, the plan for Henry's work is to abstain from the prospect of auction or sale and to
give it instead to artists, as per his noncommercial wishes.

"He didn't want the work to become valuable and then we sell it or put it out, so that it enters
the world of gallerists and dealers and collectors," Ms. Heiss said. "The world that he painfully
left, he did not want to re-enter—but he wanted his work to be saved."
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Ms. Heiss goes over Henry's own plans for the installation. MARK ABRAMSON FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL


